
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

UUP Executive Board Meeting September 21, 2011 
 
Attendees: Steven Abraham, John MacDonald, Brian Betz, Pat Murphy, Patricia Clark,  Charles 
Spector, Bruce Altschuler, Maureen Curtin, Stephen Rosow, Lori Nash, David Kahn, Cynthia Fuller, 
Lawrence Fuller, and Peter Ludden 
 
Meeting called to order at 11:00a.m 
 
1)  Minutes : Taken by D. Kahn 
 
2)  Approval of agenda: Moved by C. Spector, 2nd by ?. APPROVED 
 
3)  Honorarium: Virginia Fichera raised a question about the “honoraria” from the August meeting 

minutes.  This goes back to an issue discussed last spring.  Oswego faculty had received an email 
from human resources about the need to report any “honoraria” received to the New York State 
Commission on Public Integrity.  There was discussion in a meeting during the spring about the 
lack of direction from HR/administration related to faculty obligations pursuant to this 
“obligation.” 

 
4)  Presidents report: (a) No Labor management meeting. (b) Next meeting will be October 19th 11am. 

(c) Request to change agenda to have the Oswego Going Global guests moved forward on the 
agenda to present. Moved by ?, 2nd by ? APPROVED. 

 
5)  Oswego Going Global:  with guests  Gary Morris and MehranNojan: Presentation was giving by G. 

Morris and M. Nojan regarding PED 399, Climb to Grow, consisting of 25 students who will be 
attempting to climb Kilimanjaro.http://www.oswegogoingglobal.org/about.html. Going Global 
requested that UUP endorse this program. CSEA has been asked to be a part of this program. S. 
Abraham asked the presenters what do you want from UUP and reminded them we represent a 
bargaining unit. C. Spector asked how many students are not going because of lack of financial 
support and discussion ensued.  Lori Nash asked whether donations would be sought annually. M. 
Curtin raised questions about whether the courses had been through faculty assembly and that there 
were questions regarding intellectual commitment.  B. Altschuler suggested putting it on our 
website might be a better route, as there are plenty of worthy causes and there are other broad 
courses that offer stronger academic merits, and motioned to stop discussion about this. D. Kahn 
motioned to do nothing with this, as we represent a bargaining unit. 2nd by J. MacDonald, Motion 
Approved;  Opposed, L. Fuller and L. Nash 

 
6)  Resolution on Warren Weinstein: B. Altschuler stated that President Deborah Stanley issued a 

statement regarding this. Altschuler drafted a resolution that the statewide Executive committee 
will introduce at the DA.  C. Spector moved for Oswego Chapter supports the resolution. S. Rosow 
seconded the motion.  Motion passed. 
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7)   Part time paychecks: Issue for labor management: Contingent employees don't know when they 
will start getting paid. Issues raised by executive board: Could it be contracts were not signed 
because people did not get around to signing them? Why were part time/contingent contracts 
delayed in being signed by provost and president? What can we do to prevent this in the future? 
Should it be someone’s responsibility to make sense of all this?  Suggestions/Solutions:  
Employees should be given some notice that they are truly on payroll. Contacts should be 
processed in a timely fashion. Each contingent employee should be properly notified. Provide 
training for all chairs and secretaries on forms and contracts. The entire process needs to be: timely 
in sending out contract, and needs to be standard for junior employees and contingent employees. 

 
8)  Lab Instructors:  We should not say anything.  If they are taking 1% out of the pay of the lab 

instructors, they would be in the bargaining unit.   
 
9)  Adjunct pay base salary:  P. Murphy:  Concerns with hiring students who haven't been granted 

their master’s degree yet as instructors. Idea ofgathering data from other SUNY Schools regarding 
this matter.  Are other schools paying adjuncts more?  The only way that we might be able to 
induce administration to raise adjunct instructors' salary would be for us to show that we can't get 
competent adjuncts. Discussion to make motion to gather department information to see if they are 
having trouble hiring adjuncts to teach courses, and/or are standards being lowered to hire.   Are 
they qualified? S. Abraham will compose an preliminary email that he will send to the UUP 
Executive Board for editorial approval. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
David Kahn 
VP for Professionals 
 


